Explore the Age of the Enlightenment, The French Revolution, and the American Fight for Independence

The Fifth in our Historical Fiction Series

**British Isles**

— Burning Bright by Tracy Chevalier (Famous Faces/Coming of Age)
— Slammerkin by Emma Donoghue (Poverty/Unusual Women/ Based on a True Story)
— The Fair Fight by Anna Freeman (Unusual Women/18th Century Sport/Coming of Age)
— Outlander by Diana Gabaldon (Outlander Series #1/Time Travel/Romance)
— Lord John and the Private Matter by Diana Gabaldon (Lord John Grey Series #1/ Murder Mystery)
— The Mermaid and Mrs. Hancock by Imogen Hermes Gowar (Romance/Famous Artifacts/Magical Realism)
— The Cabinets of Barnaby Mayne by Elsa Hart (Murder Mystery/Unusual Women/ Aristocratic Life)
— The Convenient Marriage by Georgette Heyer (Marriage Schemes/Romance)
— A Conspiracy of Paper by David Liss (Benjamin Weaver Series #1/Murder Mystery/18th Century Stock Trade)
— The Alchemist’s Daughter by Katharine McMahon (Educated Women/Father-Daughter Relationship/Romance)
— The Elephant Keeper by Christopher Nicholson (Coming of Age/Man-Animal Relationship)
— Mary Toft; Or, The Rabbit Queen by Dexter Palmer (17th Century Medicine/Medical Mystery/ Biographical Fiction)
— Confessions of the Fox by Jordy Rosenberg (Career Criminals/Multiple Time Periods/LGBT)
— Sacred Hunger by Barry Unsworth (Nautical Fiction/British Slave Trade/Failing Fortunes)
— She Rises by Kate Worsley (Alternating View Points/Nautical Fiction/Everyday Life/Romance)

**Continental Europe**

— And After the Fire by Lauren Belfer (Multiple Time Periods/Famous Faces)
— The Orphan’s Song by Lauren Kate (Romance/Female Musicians/18th Century Venice)
— Pure by Andrew Miller (Pre Revolutionary France/Famous Places/18th Century Engineering)
— The Thousand Autumns of Jacob de Zoet by David Mitchell (18th Century Japan/Romance/ Corruption)
— Vivaldi’s Virgins by Barbara Quick (Female Musicians/Orphans/Famous Faces)
— Baltasar and Blimunda by José Saramago (Fantasy Elements/18th Century Portugal/Romance)
— The Winter Palace by Eva Stachniak (Royal Intrigue/Espionage/18th Century Russia/ Famous Faces)
— Empress of the Night by Eva Stachniak (Royal Intrigue/Famous Faces/18th Century Russia/ Biographical Fiction)

**North America**

— The Indigo Girl by Natasha Boyd (Women Tradesmen/Biographical Fiction/Lives of the Rich)
— The Last of the Mohicans by James Fenimore Cooper (Native American Life/Classic/ French and Indian War)
— America’s First Daughter by Stephanie Dray (Famous Faces/Family Relationships Biographical Fiction)
— The Devil’s Half Mile by Paddy Hirsch (Murder Mystery/Financial Crimes/Historical Thriller)
— The Whiskey Rebels by David Liss (Political Intrigue/Famous Events/Thriller)
— The Bone Rattler by Eliot Pattison (Mystery of Colonial America Series #1/Murder Mystery/French and Indian War)
— The Bone Rattler by Eliot Pattison (Mystery of Colonial America Series #1/Murder Mystery/French and Indian War)
— Golden Hill: A Novel of Old New York by Francis Spufford (Literary Fiction/Mysterious Strangers)
— The Bermuda Privateer by William Westbrook (Life at Sea/Adventures/Military Fiction)
American Revolution
—Benjamin Franklin’s Bastard by Sally Cabot (Famous Faces/Family Relationships/Biographical Fiction)
—Redcoat by Bernard Cornwell (Military Fiction/18th Century Warfare/British Perspective)
—The Fort by Bernard Cornwell (Military Fiction/18th Century Warfare/Famous Faces)
—The Lacemaker by Laura Frantz (Forbidden Romance/Women Tradesmen)
—To Try Men’s Souls by Newt Gingrich (Famous Events/Famous Faces/18th Century Warfare)
—King’s Mountain by Sharyn McCrumb (Guerilla Warfare/Southern Colonies/18th Century Warfare)
—The Trial and Execution of the Traitor George Washington by Charles B. Rosenberg (Alternate History/Famous Faces/Political Intrigue/Courtroom Drama)
—My Name is Resolute by Nancy E. Turner (Slavery Narrative/Women Craftsman/Political Intrigue)

French Revolution
—A Tale of Two Cities by Charles Dickens (Classic/Multiple Perspectives)
—The Queen’s Lover by Francine du Plessix Gray (Biographical Fiction/Romance/Famous Faces)
—The Last Banquet by Jonathan Grimwood (French Food/Famous Faces/Literary Fiction)
—A Case of Curiosities by Allen Kurzweil (Comedy/18th Century Inventor)
—Madame Tussaud by Michelle Moran (Famous Faces/Woman Craftsman/Royal Intrigue)
—A Dish Taken Cold by Anne Perry (Everyday Life/Mystery/Quest for Revenge)
—Farewell, My Queen by Chantal Thomas (Famous Faces/Palace Life/Servant Perspective)

Latin America
—Island Beneath the Sea by Isabel Allende (Slave-Master Relationship/Famous Events/Everyday Life)
—The Bridge of San Luis Rey by Thornton Wilder (Classic/Literary Fiction)

Asia
—The Red Chamber by Pauline Chen (Romance/Cultural Restrictions/Political Intrigue)
—Jade Dragon Mountain by Elsa Hart (Li Du Series #1/Murder Mystery/Everyday Life)

Australia
—Fled by Meg Keneally (Biographical Fiction/Unusual Women)
—Morgan’s Run by Colleen McCullough (Prison Colonies/Romance/Adventure)

Africa
—Homegoing by Yaa Gyasi (Multiple Time Periods/Family Saga/Literary Fiction)